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Abstract

In 1993, Brualdi and Massey conjectured that every graph can be incidence colored with \( \Delta + 2 \) colors, where \( \Delta \) is the maximum degree of a graph. Although this conjecture was solved in the negative by an example in [1], it might hold for some special classes of graphs. In this paper, we consider graphs with maximum degree \( \Delta = 3 \) and show that the conjecture holds for cubic Hamiltonian graphs and some other cubic graphs.
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1. Introduction

Unless stated otherwise, all graphs in this paper are finite, undirected and simple. Let \( G \) be a graph and let \( V(G) \), \( E(G) \) and \( \Delta(G) \) (or simply \( V \), \( E \) and \( \Delta \)) be vertex-set, edge-set and maximum degree of \( G \) respectively. The set of all neighbors of a vertex \( u \) is denoted by \( N_G(u) \) or simply by \( N(u) \). Therefore \( d(u) \), the degree of vertex \( u \), is \( |N(u)| \). Let

\[
I(G) = \{(v, e) \in V(G) \times E(G) \mid v \text{ is incident with } e\}
\]

be the set of incidences of \( G \). We say that two incidences \((v, e)\) and \((w, f)\) are adjacent if one of the following holds:

(1) \( v = w \);
(2) \( e = f \);
(3) the edge \( vw \) equals to \( e \) or \( f \).

We may consider \( G \) as a digraph by splitting each edge \( uv \) into two opposite arcs \((u, v)\) and \((v, u)\). Let \( e = uv \). We identify \((u, e)\) with the arc \((u, v)\). So \( I(G) \) may be identified with the set of all arcs \( A(G) \). Two distinct arcs (incidences) \((u, v)\) and \((x, y)\) are adjacent if one of the following holds:
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An incidence coloring $\sigma$ of $G$ is a mapping from $I(G)$ to a color-set $C$ such that adjacent incidences of $G$ are assigned distinct colors.

If $\sigma : I(G) \to C$ is an incidence coloring of $G$ and $k = |C|$, then we say that $G$ is $k$-incidence colorable and $\sigma$ is called a $k$-incidence coloring. The minimum cardinality of $C$ for which there exists an incidence coloring $\sigma : I(G) \to C$ is called the incidence chromatic number of $G$, and is denoted by $\chi_i(G)$.

This concept was first developed by Brualdi and Massey [3] in 1993. They posed the Incidence Coloring Conjecture (ICC), which states that for every graph $G$, $\chi_i(G) \leq \Delta + 2$. In 1997, Guiduli [5] showed that incidence coloring is a special case of directed star arboricity, introduced by Algor and Alon [1]. They pointed out that the ICC was solved in the negative following an example in [1]. He considered the Paley graph of order $p$ with $p \equiv 1 \pmod{4}$. Following the analysis in [1], he showed that $\chi_i(G) \geq \Delta + \Omega(\log \Delta)$, where $\Omega = \frac{1}{8} - o(1)$. Making use of a tight upper bound for directed star arboricity, he obtained the upper bound $\chi_i(G) \leq \Delta + O(\log \Delta)$.

Brualdi and Massey determined the incidence coloring number of trees, complete graphs and complete bipartite graphs [3]; D.L.Chen et al. determined the incidence coloring number of paths, cycles, fan, wheels, adding-edge wheels and complete 3-partite graphs [4]. In this paper, we shall consider the incidence chromatic numbers for some cubic graphs. First we state the following lemma.

**Lemma 1.1:** Let $G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_n$ be disjoint graphs. If $G = G_1 \cup G_2 \cup \cdots \cup G_n$, then

$$\chi_i(G) = \max\{\chi_i(G_j) \mid j = 1, 2, \ldots, n\}.$$  

Because of Lemma 1.1, we assume that all graphs under consideration are connected and simple. The following theorem can be found in [4].

**Theorem 1.2:** For any graph $G$ with $\Delta(G) \leq 2$, $\chi_i(G) \leq \Delta(G) + 2$.

In this paper, we prove ICC holds for some cubic graphs $G$. If $uv \in E(G)$, then $\sigma(uv)$ is written as $(\sigma(u, v), \sigma(v, u))$. Therefore $\sigma(vu) = (\beta, \alpha)$ if $\sigma(uv) = (\alpha, \beta)$.

2. Cubic Graphs

In this section, we shall consider some special cubic graphs whose incidence chromatic number
is less than or equal to 5. We shall first give two examples.

**Example 2.1:** Consider the graph $G = C_3 \times P_2$ below. Suppose $\chi_i(G) \leq 4$. Let $\sigma$ be the optimal coloring. Without loss of generality, we may assume $\sigma(a, b) = 1$, $\sigma(b, c) = 3$ and $\sigma(c, a) = 2$. Then $\sigma(c, b) = 1$ or 4. If $\sigma(c, b) = 4$, then $\sigma(b, a) = 2$. We cannot color the arc $(b, y)$. Thus $\sigma(c, b) = 1$. Then $\sigma(by) = (4, 1)$, $\sigma(ax) = (4, 2)$ and $\sigma(cz) = (4, 3)$ (see Figure 3). We cannot color the edge $xy$. Therefore, $\chi_i(G) = 5$.

![Figure 3](image_url)

Using a similar argument of Example 2.1, we obtain the following corollary.

**Corollary 2.1:** Suppose $G$ is a graph. If $G$ contains a triangle adjacent with two 4-cycles, then $\chi_i(G) \geq 5$.

**Example 2.2:** Figure 4 shows that there exists a 2-edge-connected cubic graph with a 4-incidence coloring. It is clear that there is no 3-incidence coloring for it.
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Form now on, let $G$ be a cubic Hamiltonian graph of order $p$ and $C_p = x_1x_2\cdots x_p x_1$ be a Hamilton cycle of $G$. Let $F = E(G) \setminus E(C_p)$. Then $F$ is a 1-factor (perfect matching) of $G$. If $x_ix_j \in F$, then $x_i$ is called the matched vertex (under $F$) of $x_j$ and vice versa. If $p = 2n$, then $x_{i+n}$ is called the antipodal vertex of $x_i$ and vice versa for $1 \leq i \leq n$. It is easy to show the following lemma.

**Lemma 2.3:** Let $G$ be a cubic Hamiltonian graph with a Hamilton cycle $C$ and a perfect matching $F$. Then either $G$ contains two adjacent vertices whose matched vertices are not adjacent or each vertex is matched with its antipodal vertex.

**Theorem 2.4:** Let $G$ be a cubic Hamiltonian graph, then $\chi_i(G) \leq 5$.

**Proof:** Suppose the order of $G$ is $p$. Let $C_p = x_1x_2\cdots x_p x_1$ be a Hamilton cycle of $G$. Let $x_s$ and $x_r$ be the matched vertices of $x_1$ and $x_p$ respectively. By Lemma 2.3, we may assume that either $x_s$ and $x_r$ are not adjacent or the matched vertex of each vertex is its antipodal vertex.

For convenience, we take $x_{p+1} = x_1$ and $x_0 = x_p$. Moreover from now on we choose that the residue class of modulo 3 is $\{1, 2, 3\}$ and write $a \equiv k$ to instead of $a \equiv k \pmod{3}$. Now we shall give a 5-incidence coloring $\sigma$ for $G$.

We color the cycle $C_p$ by defining $\sigma$ as

$$\sigma(x_ix_{i+1}) \equiv (2i - 1, 2i) \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq p - 1; \quad \sigma(x_px_1) = \begin{cases} (4, 5) & \text{if } p \neq 3, \\ (2, 3) & \text{if } p = 3. \end{cases}$$

Now, we are going to color the 1-factor $F$. First, we color the chords $x_1x_s$ and $x_px_r$, and some relevant chords.

**Case 1:** Suppose $p \equiv 3$. Then let $\sigma(x_px_r) = (4, 5)$ and $\sigma(x_1x_s) = (5, 4)$.

**Case 2:** Suppose $p = 2n \equiv 1$. Then we consider two cases separately:

**Subcase 2.1:** Suppose $x_s$ and $x_r$ are not adjacent.

In the following, we use $x_h$, $x_t$, $x_j$ and $x_k$ to denote the matched vertices of $x_{r-1}$, $x_{r+1}$, $x_{s+1}$ and $x_{s-1}$ respectively.

If $r \equiv 3$ then replace the color 1 of the arc $(x_r, x_{r-1})$ by 4, i.e., redefine $\sigma(x_r, x_{r-1}) = 4$. Let $\sigma(x_{r-1}x_h) = (5, 4)$.

If $r \equiv 1$ then replace the color 1 of the arc $(x_r, x_{r+1})$ by 4. Let $\sigma(x_{r+1}x_t) = (5, 4)$.

If $s \equiv 1$ then replace the color 3 of the arc $(x_s, x_{s-1})$ by 5. Let $\sigma(x_{s-1}x_k) = (4, 5)$.

If $s \equiv 2$ then replace the color 3 of the arc $(x_s, x_{s+1})$ by 5. Let $\sigma(x_{s+1}x_j) = (4, 5)$.

After that, let $\sigma(x_px_r) = (1, 5)$ and $\sigma(x_1x_s) = (3, 4)$.

**Subcase 2.2:** Each vertex is matched with its antipodal vertex.

In this case $s = n + 1$, $r = n$ and $n \equiv 2$. Let $\sigma(x_1x_{n+1}) = (3, 4)$, $\sigma(x_nx_{2n}) = (5, 1)$.
Case 3: Suppose $p = 2n \equiv 2$. The coloring is similar to Case 2. We put the details in the Appendix. Also, there are some figures in Appendix to illustrate the coloring on some cases of $p, s, r$.

The remaining uncolored chords are colored by (4, 5) or (5, 4) arbitrarily.

Lemma 2.5 (Petersen, 1891) [6]: Suppose $G$ is a 2-edge-connected cubic graph, then $E(G)$ can be decomposed into a union of edge-disjoint of cycles and a 1-factor of $G$.

A proof of this Lemma can be found in H.P.Yap [7, p.27], or in Behzad, Chartrand and Lesniak-Foster [2, p.165].

Corollary 2.6: Suppose $G$ is a 2-edge-connected cubic graph. If $G$ can be decomposed into a union of edge-disjoint of cycles $C^1, C^2, \ldots, C^m$ and a 1-factor $F$ such that all orders of the cycles are multiples of 3, then $\chi_i(G) \leq 5$.

Proof: By the proof of Theorem 2.4, we can color all the cycles by colors 1, 2 and 3. Edges in $F$ are colored by (4, 5) or (5, 4).

Finally, we conjecture that the ICC conjecture holds for cubic graphs.

Appendix:

Proof of Case 3 of Theorem 2.4: Suppose $p = 2n \equiv 2$. Then we consider two cases separately:

Subcase 2.1: Suppose $x_s$ and $x_r$ are not adjacent.

If $r \equiv 1$ then redefine $\sigma(x_r, x_{r-1}) = 4$.

If $r \equiv 2$ then redefine $\sigma(x_r, x_{r+1}) = 4$.

If $s \equiv 1$ then redefine $\sigma(x_s, x_{s-1}) = 5$.

If $s \equiv 2$ then redefine $\sigma(x_s, x_{s+1}) = 5$.

If $s = r - 2 \equiv 2$, then $\sigma(x_{s+1}, x_j) = \sigma(x_{r-1}, x_j) = 3$. If there is an arc incident with $x_j$ and is colored by 3, then change the color to 4 or 5 (at least one color is available). And then let $\sigma(x_j, x_{s+1}) = 5$ or 4 according to the previous choice.

If $r = s - 2 \equiv 2$, then $\sigma(x_{r+1}, x_i) = \sigma(x_{s-1}, x_i) = 3$. The rest procedure is similar to the case when $s = r - 2 \equiv 2$.

Otherwise let

$\sigma(x_{r-1}x_h) = (5, 4)$ if $r \equiv 1$; $\sigma(x_{r+1}x_i) = (5, 4)$ if $r \equiv 2$;

$\sigma(x_{s+1}x_j) = (4, 5)$ if $s \equiv 2$; $\sigma(x_{s-1}x_k) = (4, 5)$ if $s \equiv 1$.

After that let $\sigma(x_px_r) = (3, 5)$ and $\sigma(x_1x_s) = (3, 4)$. 
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Subcase 2.2: Each vertex is matched with its antipodal vertex.

In this case, $n \equiv 1$. First we redefine $\sigma(x_{n+1}, x_{n+2}) = 5$ and $\sigma(x_n, x_{n-1}) = 4$. And then let $\sigma(x_2x_{n+2}) = (5, 4)$ and $\sigma(x_{n-1}x_{2n-1}) = (4, 5)$. After that let $\sigma(x_px_r) = (3, 5)$ and $\sigma(x_1x_s) = (3, 4)$.

Some figures:
Figures for $p \equiv 1$:

Subcase 2.2 when $p = 10$. 

Figures for $p \equiv 2$: 
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Subcase 3.2 when $p = 8$.
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